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ABSTRACT
In today‟s customer driven economy, organizations compete internationally. W. Edward Deming‟s
philosophy assumes great importance among managers. This is an opinion based survey on the
awareness and applicability of Deming philosophy, among managers in general. The number of
individuals clearing Masters Degree in Management and Business Administration (MBA) is alarmingly
increasing since past few years. Hence those who enter into their career as managers must be so
quality- conscious so that they are not out beaten by fresh graduates. This study becomes much
relevant among present generation managers especially whenever they feel tensed in their endeavor for
a qualitative future.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the modern economy, Quality has become a critical component in every endeavor. Quality plays a vital
role in almost all aspects of life. The need is much high when it is in the case of business especially in today‟s
world of cut throat competition. Quality needs to be developed as a built in feature at every level of a business
organization and has to become a part and parcel of everything that the organization does. From answering
the calls to assembling the products and serving the end customer, quality is the key to organizational
success. Quality is about meeting the needs and expectations of people/ customers. Quality product is
accomplished only through quality procedures concentrated on effectiveness, development, and constant
change. These require a quality management culture not only in concern‟s projects, but also within the
organization. Quality Culture must be developed in almost all dealings among employees of a business
concern in their relationship with each other and with the outside world. Quality must be the main criterion for
any decision making in any concern. The concern must not take any decisions at the cost of low or no quality.
Managers have a special role in connection with the maintenance of quality of a business concern in all
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activities whether it is related to procurement of raw materials, production process, waste treatment, marketing
of finished goods, it‟s storage, recruitment and selection of employees, taking managerial decisions on further
projects, in areas of research and development and so on. In short, it means managers must be built in quality
element to all functions that they handle.
Total Quality Management (TQM) is a comprehensive and organized way to deal with organizational
management that tries to enhance the quality of products and services through progressing refinements in
light of consistent feedback. It aims extensively at keeping up and enhancing quality benchmarks and to
accomplish consumer satisfaction. TQM depends on the standards of quality integration, quality to start first,
consumer loyalty, persistent change and anticipation instead of review, real based choice and workforce
contribution. The major components of Total Quality Management are quality planning, quality control and
quality improvement.
Quality control personnel are in charge of changing quality planning techniques and show quality
improvement through the results on a day to day basis. However, quality control can be implemented by
methodically going around the Plan- Do – Check - Act (PDCA) Control cycle, with the association of which the
organization may accomplish ceaseless small steps of change.
Dr. William Edward Deming (1900-1993) is respectfully remembered as the Father of Quality evolution.
Deming was a versatile genius who made significant contribution to Japan‟s endeavors for manufacturing
innovative and high quality products. Deming is popularly known for his 14- point principles, popularly called as
Deming Philosophy which has worldwide acceptance. It encourages leaders in all fields, to plan for long term,
adopt new philosophies in their career, cease dependence on mass inspection, to effectively utilize on- thejob training methods, drive out fear, to institute leadership and to stop awarding business on the basis of price
tags.
The present study is about the "14-POINT DEMING PHILOSOPHY"- An opinion based survey on the
applicability of Deming philosophy, among managers in general. The study is conducted on a general basis
among all category managers irrespective of their specialization or the field to which they are presently
connected with. The organizations where these managers are working are not given much importance in this
study. The aspect of quality management becomes the responsibility of Quality Management Department if
there is one such department in an organization. But it is not compulsory that all organizations must have a
department exclusively managing quality. Thus all managers must know about the aspects of Quality
management. Deming‟s principles especially have world wide acceptance among managers irrespective of the
field to which they are related. His 14- point philosophy is so simple to understand and can be brought into
practice in a much easy way. Almost all managers, knowingly or unknowingly do apply these principles in their
managerial methodology. Even if they are aware or not that they are applying Deming philosophy, its
application would provide them with unexpected, unimaginable and valuable results, so what if they are well
aware of these philosophies and apply them with complete knowledge? The same is the case with teachings
of other quality gurus as well. This study thus tries to make an attempt to collect and analyze the opinion of
managers in general about the awareness and applicability of Deming‟s 14- point philosophy.
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2. RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY
Quality is about addressing the necessities and desires of individuals. Quality not only relates to the final
deliverable output, but also relate to the quality processes involved in production, in marketing of finished
goods, in storage of finished goods, on various aspects of innovation, efficiency checking among staff in all
departments, quality at the work place etc.; not on a one- time basis but on a continuous basis. Deming said
that organizations that emphasis on quality will see their expenses go down while organizations that focus
their attention on mere reduction of expense alone will see the vice versa especially if their attempt to reduce
costs is at the expense of quality. Deming had a vision of a company that provides quality products and
services to its customers as well as a quality environment to its employees. Managers following Deming‟s
principles help to create environment where quality thrives, benefiting the customers as well as effecting a
quality management change within an organization. It also helps the managers to create a project culture
where the team has the skills, knowledge, information and experience to make every day rapid decisions on its
own. Deming is reminding the managers to eliminate the need for inspection by incorporating quality into the
product in the first place. Thus by following Deming‟s principles it would benefit not only the customers but also
the organization as a whole. Also, this is a time when the number of educated unemployed youth is increasing
on an alarming rate. The case is the same with relation to management graduates. The number of
Management Colleges (B-Schools offering MBA courses) are increasing at a fast pace in India but it is hard
time to put a control over it, shows literatures.It is very essential from the part of Government to check this
using a proper tie- up with the best corporate giants in India.
Even small business units with different departments hire managers to work as departmental heads.
These people have to work hard to earn an income in such a way that they can at least cover up the cost that
they had to incur to get an MBA degree. The Deming‟s principles can be applied by managers irrespective of
whether there is a direct provision for its application in the organization or not. Once these managers start
applying the Deming philosophy and the like of other eminent Quality Gurus, they can surely assure the long
term success of the departments that they are leading through which they can aim at the overall improvement
of their organization in this competitive environment. A manager who can develop a well structured quality
culture in their organization can very well built in the quality feature into their fellow subordinates and through
them, into the processes they are undertaking and finally into the output. Once these managers are successful
in this endeavor of theirs, they can very well make the result in the form of satisfied customers thereby helping
the concern in acquiring maximum brand loyalty among these customers. The activities of managers in all
departments are in one way or the other connected with each other and as result, the quality build up exercise
of at least one manager can make this flow through the chain, thus reaching at the focal point of concern , i.e;
the customers. Managers who can very well incorporate the teachings or philosophies of Quality Gurus, in
their execution of managerial functions can bring glory to their organization and at the same time get rewards
for their attempt, from the side of Institution where they are working. This study is an attempt to know about the
awareness and applicability of the 14-point Deming philosophy among managers in general. This study is
relevant in this globally tough competitive business environment where numerous business concerns are
arising each moment but only a few with efficient managers who can build, maintain and enhance quality are
able to survive the competition. The study also assumes relevance in the context of increasing number of
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management graduates entering into job markets and also in the context of numerous managers losing their
jobs because of dissolution or winding of the business concerns with which they worked. The layman
understanding way or the simplicity of 14-point Deming philosophy also captures attention in this regard.
As Deming has rightly pointed out, “There is no substitute for knowledge”. Through this statement Deming
clearly suggests that a manager though he does not know about the 14- point philosophy at the beginning of
his career he can from his own experience learn these philosophies and that unless he is ready to learn from
mistakes and from experience, there is no other substitute for his existence and successful completion of his
career. Surveys like these will help the managers to know about the 14- point Deming philosophy, the
concepts of Quality Gurus, the various philosophies of these Gurus etc.
Thus the researcher attempts to convey and popularize the 14-point Deming philosophy among those in
the managerial cadre. The researcher also attempts to remind those managers who have actually learned
these philosophies in their classrooms but left it there itself in the books, lecture halls, PPTs and the exam
papers, to apply them in their work place. Deming was actually not in favor of the saying “Experience is the
best teacher”. He said that experience will bring treasures of knowledge, judgments, expert advices,
suggestions and numerous criticisms etc.; all of which if properly analyzed, sorted out and applied in practice
will bring laurels to these managers and mould them in a perfect manner. Experience brings data, experts like
Deming suggest processing ideas, Managers have to apply it and bring out the result i.e; the attainment of
vision of satisfying customers and retaining them forever. In this entire process, quality should be the base,
quality should be the essence and quality should be the flavor.

Figure-1. A Strategic Management approach that can be applied by present generation managers
Source: Deming philosophy and researcher‟s intuitive ideas presented in the immediately preceding paragraph

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
This study mainly focuses to analyze the opinion of chosen managers, about their awareness on, and
applicability of the following aspects:
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Quality in general



Deming‟s system of profound knowledge



Deming‟s 14- point philosophy

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
An attempt has been made to analyze the practical applicability of Deming philosophy, among managers
in general. This is a study conducted mainly using primary data, collected through personal interview and via
e-mail from the selected sample respondent managers in the state of Kerala in India. The study was
conducted among managers in general without differentiating them according to their specialization. The study
was done mainly in 3 dimensions:
1. General opinion about changing demand for quality in product/ service manufactured/sold/ rendered
and about the general quality standards to be maintained at a work place as a managerial staff.
2. Awareness about “Deming‟s system of profound knowledge” and opinion on whether the respondents
feel that they are also following the Deming system.
3. Awareness about “Deming‟s- 14 point philosophy” and opinion of managers about its applicability.
The survey is conducted based on these three dimensions assuming the relation between these
dimensions. Only those managers who are careful about the quality up gradations and need for maintenance
of quality will be able to take necessary steps in that regard. Also, only those managers who are alert and
make constant changes to their management methods can belong to what Deming calls “System of profound
knowledge”. According to Deming, only those who are following the system of profound knowledge can make
the “14- point Deming philosophy” into practice. Therefore there is a remarkable connection between these 3
dimensions.
With regard to the analysis part, simple percentages were used for analyzing the respondents‟ versions
towards quality in general and there was a quadrant based analysis done with regard to the Awareness and
Applicability part.

5. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
(Henry R Neave, 1987) remarks that not much of the Deming‟s philosophy was heard in Management
schools at that time and Henry rightly adds that not all statisticians have the abilities and talents of Dr. Deming
and also this researcher was pretty sure that a lot of statisticians would be quite hopeless at tackling that kind
of work which Dr. Edward Deming has done. This researcher remembers that those philosophies were
developed by Deming actually in 1950‟s but they were not laid down rigid upon any stone or table but Deming
himself used to modify them according to the changing needs of the Management world. Henry comments that
a person who first sees the Deming philosophy might seem to have got an odd mixture to deal with but the
researcher assures that through simple and clear terms the Deming philosophy is explainable to anybody.
Throughout his paper, Henry R Neave tries to elaborate what Deming meant in his philosophies and Henry
explains it in such a way that a management team is listening to those elaborations. (1990, Ford Executive) A
Ford Executive commented, regarding a consultation with Dr. W. Edward Deming: “We wanted to talk about
quality, improvement tools, and which programs work. He wanted to talk to us about management, cultural
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change, and senior managers‟ vision for the company”. These words bring to light the wholehearted curiosity
of Deming on the diverse facets of quality. Dr. Edward Deming gave importance to managerial role at both
individual and organizational level while catering about quality and its management. As per this paper review,
80-90% quality problems of an organization can be resolved if emphasis is given on scrutinizing the in-house
quality culture, managerial perspective revolutions on varying quality facets and upon the in- built of bossworker co-operation and attempt for incessant quality enhancement. “Dr. W. Edwards Deming estimated that
without knowledge of variability, 95% of changes made by management results in no improvement. Deming‟s
System of Profound Knowledge is sometimes referred to as the Foundation of Quality, but I like to refer to it as
the Foundation Principles for Leaders (FPL)”, writes Timothy J Clark. Timothy without a doubt spells out that,
upon the application of Deming’s System of Profound Knowledge, one can progress his/ her concern’s quality
to a great degree or at least lend a hand in averting worst situations from happening. This writer indubitably
proposes the treatment of Deming’s System of Profound Knowledge and Deming philosophies for the
proficient makeover of one’s self, their family, organization and nation on the rampage that much is the selfbelief that this writer has upon Deming and his ideals. Dr. Deming emphasized that the key to quality
management and success of an organization is in the hands of the management and that a good number of
the troubles in any organization can be traced back to the system and not only that of employees. Therefore
system needs the basic amendment and then only the system clients / aspirants.

6. QUALITY IN GENERAL
According to the Oxford Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary, the term „quality‟ means (high) standard, how good
or bad something is/ typical part of someone‟s character. Juran, one of the quality gurus, defined quality as
fitness for use.
Quality of a product or service is its suitability for use by the customer. Quality must be defined according
to the type of product/ service rendered, and the lender and user of that product/ service. Same product which
was found to be useful to one customer may turn useless for another customer. Then, the former will remark
the product as of good quality while the latter will mark it as of less quality. Therefore quality of the same
product/ service may be rated differently by the customers from their sheer experience in connection with the
time of delivery, meeting of their expectations, after sales services etc. Therefore managers of any concern
whether manufacturing or trading and also managers of those concerns providing services like imparting
education, repairs and maintenance of automobiles, hospitals etc must be very careful about the quality
requirements of the customers, the changing demands of their customers, the gradual up gradations
happening in the business environment to which they belong , the competitor‟s moves, other technological
advancements happening in their area etc so that they can take timely strategic decisions regarding the
movements they have to make in order to retain their customers, maintain their satisfaction level and even
attract new customers.
In this study, the attitude of respondent managers regarding this quality aspect was being collected by
asking their opinions on the following points on a 5- point Likert Scale. The points on which their opinions were
collected are as follows:


Observing „Quality Management‟ as the buzz word now a days in all fields
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Quality to be given prime importance while taking any decision on introducing any new managerial
method/ practice/ procedure



In the present scenario, stakeholders are too much demanding



Earlier, managers were born even out of experience and a professional degree was not an essential
criteria. Today also, the managers may be developed out of one‟s experience in a situation but the one‟s
developed with professional degrees are more demanded by employers



The role of a manager has undergone drastic changes over the years when compared to those mentioned
in traditional management text books



It‟s a requirement for present day managers to timely know/ have a base about the changes happening in
the Management subjects along with the theories developed by experienced managers/ quality gurus.

Majority managers (approx. 80-85%) agreed that they must be alert about quality aspects and the remaining
managers even strongly agreed to these points. This shows that these respondent managers are alert about
the needs of the day. They are very much keen on understanding these varying needs of their customers and
accordingly make changes in their concern.

7. SYSTEM OF PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE
This system of profound knowledge is a culmination of Deming‟s works over his life time. Through this
system Deming attempts to reveal four main aspects that the managers must be careful about. These four
points will frame the system within which Deming assumes managers to enter themselves and act in this
strategic environment. The following are the main aspects coming under Deming‟s System of profound
knowledge.
1. Appreciation for a system
2. Knowledge about variation
3. Theory of knowledge
4. Knowledge of psychology
In this survey these points were discussed by asking the respondents to evaluate the following points on a
5 point Likert Scale:
1. As a manager, you usually appreciate/ evaluate the system you are associated with
2. Understand the variations happening in the sector and prepare yourself and your colleagues as well,
for the changes
3. Observe the changes happening in the specialized area of management, notice the innovations
coming in imparting the ideas, evaluate the changes and incorporate it while deciding future policies, plans,
management methodology and the like.
4. Observe the changes happening in the mind set of the team that you manage over the time and
make necessary modification in the style of managing

and also take a rational approach while taking

decisions/ solving problems at work place (among team mates/ among team mates and yourself as the
manager/ among other departmental managers/ yourself with higher authorities
From observation and analysis, it could be perceived that those managers who are very much alert about
quality matters, had an affiliation to one or more of the dimensions that were cited under Deming‟s System of
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Profound Knowledge. Though they were not aware about these points as coming under Deming‟s system of
profound knowledge, best part of the respondent managers (88-89%) approved that as managers they have
to, at one time or the other undergo those dimensions what were covered under Deming‟s System of Profound
Knowledge. The rest did not disagree but were neutral upon certain points. They were cynical as to how far
certain points mentioned under this System are practically pertinent. They were sure that only if they keep
themselves modernized with the latest schemes/ patterns of their area of specialization, will they be flourishing
in the long run, they felt suspicious about dealing with the psychological aspects of juniors/ subordinates/
colleagues as they sense that in this era, everyone has their own status quo and are not ready to forego and
forgive things straightforwardly. But all the managers who were approached were sure that unless these
systems are put to practice by all managers in all departments and at all levels, miracles are intricate to take
place in any concern. But once all are ready with full-fledged, ambitious and visionary mindsets, and then they
can bring glories in their concern by providing their King- the customers with perfect, effective and efficient
products/ services, thus ensuring their concern‟s long term sustainability. These managers suggested that
they have to be geared up to convince their internal customers (juniors/ subordinates/ colleagues/ superiors/
teammates) initially in their journey to achieve and win loyal customers for their concern. The scrupulous study
of theory and application of Deming‟s system of Profound Knowledge, would develop a synergy within the
management folk which they can make use of by channelizing in the proper way and thereby ensuring the
realization of their corporate vision at the earliest.

8. DEMING’s 14- POINT PHILOSOPHY
With sheer experience and vast subject knowledge, one can surpass himself or herself as a manager
whichever be the stream to which he/ she is coupled with. Along with the theoretical and practical knowledge
developed on one‟s own, the knowledge/ philosophies of Quality Gurus (A guru is one who takes his/ her
disciple from darkness to the bright world using the tool of knowledge. The quality gurus take the managers to
the world where quality is the buzz word. Through their philosophies they introduce the concepts of quality,
quality maintenance and management, assurance of quality etc to the young as well as experienced managers
to lead their concern to the world of success in qualitative way)are much helpful in guiding the managers
through their path of applying Total Quality Management in their organization. The following are the 14 points
coming under Deming philosophy related to which the researcher has given own explanations based on which
the opinions of managers who were surveyed was collected. The explanations given are purely subjective to
researcher‟s own observations and opinions.
1. Create a constancy of purpose- The managers must develop mission statements for themselves
which is derived from the Institution‟s mission statement and Vision, which in turn is derived from global
standards. Deming recommends managers that long term planning must be replaced by short term reaction
2. Adopt the new philosophy- The managers must strive and develop their own new philosophies in
consistency with the global standards rather than sticking on to a particular philosophy without checking
whether it is outdated or not. New plans, policies and managing techniques must be developed at regular
intervals and they must be revised at constant intervals to meet global standards and thereby try to develop a
competitive position for the Institution in the strategic environment.
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3. Do not depend too much on (quality) inspection- rather build quality into the products and
process: Managers must believe in infusing quality to one‟s work. They must arrange venues/ training
sessions for helping themselves and their fellow beings in developing their knowledge in their domain area of
interest, rather than believing/ relying too much on final inspections (in the form of periodic target evaluation
and appraisal) to decide the worth of oneself as well as that of the team mates.
4. Choose quality suppliers over low cost suppliers: Managers must aim at the long term end to a
certain extent than short term costly actions; they are obliged to dream towards the Vision of their Institution.
They must dream towards the output that they would give to the stakeholders in the long run rather than about
the immediate products like a monthly target attainment, facing a monthly appraisal program and the like. Also
the managers have to aim at long term sustainable growth and prosperity and not at short term gains putting
the quality element at jeopardy.
5. Improve constantly: Managers are supposed to constantly improve the process that they are
engaged in. They must notice changes happening in the external environment and constantly make every
effort to introduce innovative/ even better ideas in their enterprise. They must monitor the competitors‟ moves;
aim at global standards though they themselves may not be that capable at the moment, they must develop in
themselves a curiosity to learn ethical and qualitative ways to prosper. Present day managers must welcome
the “we” concept among themselves and the team mates more willingly than “I and they” concept.
6. Training on the job: Deming advices managers to train themselves to undertake periodic trainings/
refreshment courses/ to uplift themselves according to the days‟ requirements. These managers ought to learn
on an orderly basis about management principles that they would have to apply while effectively playing their
versatile role in their organization. They must recognize the importance of the training sessions and engross
and organize same for his/ her team mates- and also examine and comprehend that training would reduce
personnel obsolescence and pass this point among subordinates and other stakeholders.
7. Leadership not supervision: Deming propose that managers shall coach their subordinates to do
better jobs not just meet targets. Deming recommend the managers to develop the leader in each of them
sooner, than waiting to be led. The managers must feel that self led persons are much motivated than those
who are being led. Good managers build up the leader in each and every team mate they deal with, recognize
that when self led, one is more likely to identify problems oneself and take steps to solve them than waiting for
someone else to take the lead role and identify the issues.
8. Eliminate fear: Managers must take initiatives to drive out the fear in them and their team mates. The
fears may take any form : the fear of failure in meeting up to the standards set by authorities, the fear of facing
appraisal programs set by authorities, the fear of taking a new step forward while executing their versatile
role, the fear of losing monetary increments in case of some issues, unnecessary fear of retrenchments etc;
Most managers would, whatever be the reason for the fear in them, ultimately pass it on to the team they
manage and to the Institution to which they are associated. So they have to strive to drive out the fear in their
minds and in the minds of their team mates.
9. Break down internal barriers: Departments in an organization are „internal customers‟ to each other
and must work together, for which managers must take the initiative. Managers are supposed to encourage
co-operation and not competition; they should break down the barriers so that the members in each
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department will feel free to communicate with colleagues in other departments as well as to those in other
institutions. They can share ideas and they would take competition in a sportive spirit. Management must
promote smaller committees (within team mates / among team mates of other teams / among departmental
managers) that move for a common, positive goal and those which work as Visionaries.
10. Eliminate Slogans (exhortations): Deming feels that processes makes mistakes not people. When
managers harass workers/ subordinates then it would create bad relations if no effort is made to improve the
process. Management can state goals and slogans showing targets but duly support their team and
themselves to attain them by providing them with proper instructions, arranging for study teams, giving
personal attention whenever and wherever needed, giving due moral support and motivating the deserved.
The managers can apply the principles of Management by Objective and Management by Exception whenever
and wherever needed.
11. Eliminate numerical targets: Management that is based on numerical targets might lead to problems
of quality. Employees start concentrating on the quantitative figures ignoring qualitative aspects. Therefore it
would be better if management can eliminate the over dependence on the number of appraisals being taken
and

focus their attention on techniques that help in judging the employees‟

increasing productivity,

commitment and involvement in organization‟s goals etc. Effective management would persuade group
discussions, promote debates, accept ideas and even criticisms from team mates as well as from other team
leaders or members, conduct surveys in understanding the team member‟s behavior and their satisfaction
level and their opinions on Quality of Work life. The management must make the employees understand that
they have to feel themselves as a part and parcel of the organization and that the tasks performed by
everyone in the organization assumes great importance in helping the organization in achieving its goals.
12. Remove barriers to worker satisfaction: Managers can very well encourage the practices that
would boost the pride of self and that of the team mates. Subordinates also must be given a chance to
participate in decision making. Managers must always be a part of the team that initiates major changes in the
field and encourage every member‟s participation while planning for policy revisions, revising methodology of
management and the like.
13. Encourage self improvement and education for all: All managers must make an involvement in the
organization wide movements that encourage activities which would build up quality at work place, quality in
services rendered etc. Managers must try their level best to enrich their knowledge about the various
principles of Total Quality Management, impart and intake those philosophies that many experts in quality
management have put forth and realize it as the days‟ requirement.
14. Everyone is responsible for continuous improvement in quality and productivity: Managers
ought to hold on constant discussions and surveys upon the above mentioned points in their institution. In all
institutions in the present strategic environment, these Deming philosophies are applicable just like in a
production organization where they would follow these concerning its products‟ quality. Sessions on spreading
ideas related to the concepts like Total Quality Management, and the teachings of Quality Gurus like Deming
and discussion forums on building up quality must be held under the leadership and guidance of all the
managers. Then only they can feel satisfied while playing their versatile role in their organization effectively.
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With regard to the 14- point Deming philosophy almost all managers expressed a positive feedback but
there were some who commented that these philosophies and its application must be thought about by
persons in their higher levels of hierarchy as well. The present survey concentrated on departmental
managers and managers at the middle level. But the survey results are likely to be of great use to those
managers who occupy the top most strata in the organization especially in those organization where ultimate
authority on policy revisions, management methodology changes etc are in the hands of top authorities.
The survey mainly aims to give snapshots to those organizational leaders into the philosophies of the
“Father of Quality Management, W. Edward Deming” which they might have covered in their curriculum but
have not considered it seriously once they entered the practical side. There are managers who bother to look
into and spread the ideas of these quality gurus but still there are many who have become managers just by
acquiring a degree certificate alone. It is for those managers that the survey mainly provides some input. They
must take care of these philosophies and its practical application because in the long run if they have to
sustain and develop in their managerial hierarchy in an organization, then they have to make a practical
application of these teachings and concepts. Regarding the awareness part in the survey, majority
respondents had heard about W Edward Deming and his philosophy but were not fully aware of it. Most of
them applied many of the points recommended under 14- point Deming philosophy without being aware of
these philosophies. Many of the managers even commented that most of them apply these kinds of
philosophies because they have seen their senior‟s applying them but now that they have come to know about
the Deming philosophy, they are curious to know more about the Quality Gurus in general and they opine that
they would initiate conferences and other symposiums on the teachings spread by these Quality Gurus.

Figure-2. Quadrant used to analyze awareness and applicability of Deming philosophy among managers
Source: https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/quadrant-graph-.html

Quadrant I represent a positive figure, showing both awareness and applicability. The managers who were
both aware about Deming philosophy and who practically applied it were placed in that quadrant (in this
survey- approx. 49% respondents came in that quadrant). Quadrant II represents Awareness but Non
applicability of the Deming philosophy. (In this survey that quadrant was vacant) Quadrant III represents Non
Awareness and Non applicability of the 14- point Deming philosophy. (In this survey that quadrant was also left
vacant) Quadrant IV represents Non awareness but Applicability of the 14- point Deming philosophy (In this
survey approx. 51% respondents came in this quadrant) This quadrant analysis shows a positive picture. If the
managers who come in the IV quadrant are given the opportunity to learn more about Deming philosophy and
the like, then they can also excel and bring their organization to success and glory. All the respondents were
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equally giving positive strokes to researchers throughout the study asking for further such surveys but
conducted in an in depth way leaving scope for further researches.

9. CONCLUSION
This survey, since was conducted in a simple way has its own limitations but the researchers can very well
portrait those limitations as opportunities for further researches in the area. Present day managers have to
assume the role as strategic managers if they want themselves and their organization to have a competitive
edge to sustain and win in this competitive world. Now the entire globe has shrunk itself to a single market
concept. Information world- wide can be easily accessed. Therefore the managers in all fields of operation
must make use of the data that are available at their finger tips and thus gain the strength to fight back at the
opponents and win over with flying colors. W. Edward Deming and his philosophies if properly observed
(learned) and followed by organizations each and every organization can feel themselves as a global player
even though they play locally. Deming has rightly commented that “Learning is not compulsory nor is survival”.
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